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ABSTRACT2

Evidence continues to emerge that cancer is not only a disease of genetic mutations, but also of3
altered mechanobiological profiles of the cells and microenvironment. This mutation-independent4
element might be a key factor in promoting development and spread of cancer. Biomechanical5
forces regulate tumor microenvironment by solid stress, matrix mechanics, interstitial pressure6
and flow. Compressive stress by tumor growth and stromal tissue alters the cell deformation, and7
recapitulates the biophysical properties of cells to grow, differentiate, spread or invade. Such a8
solid stress can be introduced externally to change the cell response and to mechanically induce9
cell lysis by dynamic compression. In this work we report a microfluidic cell-culture platform10
with an integrated, actively-modulated actuator for the application of compressive forces on11
cancer cells. Our platform is composed of a control microchannel in a top layer for introducing12
external force and a polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) membrane with monolithically integrated13
actuators. The integrated actuator, herein called micro-piston, was used to apply compression14
on SKOV-3 ovarian cancer cells in a dynamic and controlled manner by modulating applied gas15
pressure, localization, shape and size of the micro-piston. We report fabrication of the platform,16
characterization of the mechanical actuator experimentally and computationally, as well as cell17
loading and culture in the device. We further show use of the actuator to perform both, repeated18
dynamic cell compression at physiological pressure levels, and end-point mechanical cell lysis,19
demonstrating suitability for mechanical stimulation to study the role of compressive forces in20
cancer microenvironments. Finally, we extend cell compression applications in our device to21
investigating mechanobiologically-related protein and nuclei profile in cyclically compressed cells.22
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1 INTRODUCTION

Extensive efforts have been made to study the role of gene mutations in cancer and an accumulation of24
multiple mutations has been proposed as being necessary for cancer development. Recently however,25
evidence has been accumulated indicating that cancer is not only a disease of genetic mutations, but that26
the micro- and nano-environments of cells may be essential factors in triggering tumor growth Bissell27
and Hines (2011). For example, the dysfunctional collagen crosslinking in the extracellular matrix (ECM)28
have been found to lead to breast tumorigenesis and modulate the ECM stiffness to force focal adhesions,29
integrin expression and, in turn, breast malignancy Levental et al. (2009). Inevitably, tumors can initiate30
due to an induction either from tumor microenvironment or genetic and epigenetic background of the31
cells Bissell and Hines (2011). However, metastasis is the main cause of deaths in cancer patients, thus32
recent research is elaborating on the basis of metastasis and potential treatments Mehlen and Puisieux33
(2006). Tumorigenic and metastatic events are induced by mechanical forces from the altered cell and ECM34
mechanics Bissell and Hines (2011); Shieh (2011); Tse et al. (2012); Polacheck et al. (2013). Biomechanical35
forces regulate tumor microenvironment by solid stress, matrix mechanics, interstitial pressure and flow36
Shieh (2011). Cancer cells alter their own biophysical properties and exert physical forces during primary37
tumor growth and then to spread, invade or metastasize Polacheck et al. (2013); Wang et al. (2016). All38
these examples point to that phenotype may become dominant over genotype of the tumor cells depending39
on the microenvironment Bissell and Hines (2011). Thus, an altered mechanobiological profile of the40
cells and microenvironment (a mutation-independent element) is proposed to be necessary to promote41
development and spread of cancer Evans et al. (2019). However, there is no coherent quantitative data on42
the nature and level of mechanical forces that influence the interactions between the physical micro- and43
nano-environment and cancer cells Wang et al. (2016).44

As a result, the application of mechanical compression on living cells, such as cancerous Tse et al. (2012);45
Kalli et al. (2019a); Kim et al. (2007); Cheng et al. (2009); Takao et al. (2019); Kalli et al. (2019b); Kim46
et al. (2017); Chen et al. (2017); Luo et al. (2019); Novak et al. (2020); Kim et al. (2019); Li et al. (2020),47
non-cancerous and stromal cells Paggi et al. (2020); Ho et al. (2018); Kalli et al. (2018), neurons Hosmane48
et al. (2011) and chondrocytes Lee et al. (2018), has gained importance in recent years. Compression49
applied on cancer types, such as breast Tse et al. (2012); Luo et al. (2019); Kim et al. (2019); Li et al.50
(2020), brain Kalli et al. (2019b), pancreatic Kalli et al. (2019a) and ovarian Novak et al. (2020); Asem51
et al. (2020) cancer cells, resulted in more invasive and metastatic forms. While indicative, previous studies52
all point out the need for further investigations to understand the effect of compressive mechanical stimuli53
in metastasis of different cancer types, for example ovarian cancer Novak et al. (2020); Asem et al. (2020);54
Bregenzer et al. (2019). Ovarian cancer cells are exposed to compressive stress mainly by tumor growth,55
native tissue and hydrostatic pressure from the ascites Asem et al. (2020); Bregenzer et al. (2019). SKOV-356
is among the ovarian cancer cell lines tested to be responsive to compressive stimuli and has metastatic57
phenotype. Thus, SKOV-3 cells can be used as a model to understand the impact of the compression58
in epithelial ovarian cancer with intraperitoneal metastatic dissemination induced by direct extension59
of cells and multicellular aggregates into the peritoneal cavity Klymenko et al. (2018). Understanding60
these compressive forces may eventually help with the development of pharmaceuticals for the signal61
transduction mechanisms associated with the mechanical stimulation, Kalli et al. (2019a) and mechanical62
treatment Takao et al. (2019); Jain et al. (2014) or mechanoceuticals.63

From a cell-biology perspective, mechanical compressive stress can induce the necrosis mode of cancer64
cell death, resulting in autolysis. Such phenomena play important roles in the recruitment of immune65
cells to the site of cancer through the release of danger-associated molecular patterns during necrosis66
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Takao et al. (2019). Compression also alters the cell deformation and causes mechanical lysis of the67
cells. In general, controlled mechanical lysis of adherent cells in vitro has advantages over chemical lysis68
by lytic agents or electrical lysis by applied electrical fields. Intracellular contents can be retained in69
the sample after mechanical lysis and rapid cell-based assays can be run after compression Kim et al.70
(2007). Compressive force induction in vitro further allows to study stromal cell differentiation and their71
activation to cancer-associated form (e.g. fibroblast-to-myofibroblast differentiation) depending on the72
magnitude of the applied stress Shieh (2011); Kalli et al. (2018). Controlled compression in particular73
can be readily achieved in microfluidic settings. Microfluidic systems can be designed to have integrated74
physical structures introducing static and dynamic physical inputs, as well as gradients, and enabling75
real-time imaging, thus providing very useful tools to study biomechanics of the living cells.76

While force application systems capable of inducing compressive stress on living cells exist in literature77
Tse et al. (2012); Kim et al. (2007); Hosmane et al. (2011); Lee et al. (2018); Hsieh et al. (2014), only a78
very limited number have yet been used to apply compression on cancer models in a localized, flexible and79
dynamic manner. Tse et al. developed a transmembrane pressure device applying compression on cancer80
cells; however, this is a bulk system that can apply constant force, lacking automation of modulation of the81
applied pressure Tse et al. (2012). Similar static setups in bulk systems were used more recently by Kim et82
al. Kim et al. (2019) and Li et al. Li et al. (2020) on cancer associated stromal cells. Compression can be83
also applied on cells indirectly with the usage of multicellular spheroids (MCSs) and methods that can84
restrict the volume of the MSCs. Delarue et al. Delarue et al. (2014) added dextran, a biopolymer that does85
not penetrate single cells, to the culture medium of the MSCs. This change in the media exerted a moderate86
osmotic stress on the outermost layer of the cells in spheroids. This osmotic stress was mechanically87
transmitted to the rest of the spheroid as a compressive stress, which in turn resulted in a reduction of the88
MCS volume. Thus, the compressive stress transmission on the cells inside the spheroids has an osmotic89
origin but not a contacting physical surface by more rigid polymers such as polydimethlysiloxane and90
an actively applied pressure, although this osmotic effect does not refer to high osmolarity, such as of91
salts, acting at single cell level. This type of compression was also applied in a static and bulk manner in92
48-well plates with the resultant compression at 5 kPa and 10 kPa based on the concentration of the dextran93
added to the culture medium, unlike a controlled manner that can be achieved in microfluidic devices.94
Although compression effects on other cell types, such as fibroblasts, neurons, chondrocytes, have been95
shown using microfluidic devices, compression effects in cancer on-chip need more investigation. Lee et96
al. mentioned dynamic compression; however, their study did not expand on the dynamic compression97
capability of their devices Lee et al. (2018). While crucial to the latter, retraction and position recovery98
of the compressed compartment of the device were not shown. Similarly, none of the previous studies99
demonstrated well-defined pressure supply and sensing methods for automation, readability and portability100
of the pressure application, or showed live compression on cells in real-time.101

Asem et al. Asem et al. (2020) and Klymenko et al. Klymenko et al. (2018) applied static compression102
at ∼3 kPa and at 3.18-3.53 kPa, respectively, on ovarian cancer models in off-chip settings. On the other103
hand, a recent work by Novak et al. remains the only study to date using a bioreactor device, which104
is yet at millimeter scale, to investigate the effect of compressive mechanical stress on ovarian cancer105
Novak et al. (2020). OVCAR ovarian cancer cells were exposed to both static and cyclic compression,106
leading to increases in proliferation, invasive morphology and chemoresistance. When compared to cyclic107
loading, static compressive stimulation enhanced the aspect ratio of the OVCAR3 cells, but no difference in108
cellular proliferation could be observed. This results is of particular interest, as chronic mechanical loading109
has been postulated to aid in ovarian cancer progression, forming a positive feedback loop Bregenzer110
et al. (2019). Clearly, the effects of cyclic compression require further study and applied cyclic pressures111
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need to be expanded from the range of 3.9 to 6.5 kPa used by Novak et al. Novak et al. (2020) to the112
physiologically-relevant 3.7 to 18.9 kPa and above estimated to occur in human tumors Bregenzer et al.113
(2019); Jain et al. (2014).114

Our system achieves the flexible, localized and dynamic control of such compression by use of a115
polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) actuator monolithically fabricated as attached to a membrane. The integrated116
flexible actuator, herein called micro-piston, can be used to apply compression on cells in a dynamic117
and controlled manner by modulating amount and duration of the applied gas pressure; shape and size118
of the actuator; and its localization at x-y-z plane as suspended in the microchannel (Fig. 1). Localized119
compression of the culture can be achieved by applying compression on cells under the micro-piston as120
test group, while leaving the cells around the micro-piston non-treated as control group (Fig. 1(a)). This121
provides the flexibility of having the test and control group in the same microchannel with a spatial and122
temporal control on the groups. For instance, the same device can be first control and then both test and123
control by applying dynamic compression, as well as that stains or antibodies can be loaded to do further124
analysis on the cell groups at the same time. Thus, control group in this work refers to the cells under and125
around static (non-compressed) micro-piston before dynamic compression, and the cells in the control126
regions around the micro-piston after compression. Further, the dimensions of the compartments do not127
rely on each other by photoresist master fabrication, as each PDMS layer is fabricated separately and128
then assembled together (see Fig. S1). Thus, when a compartment of the micro-piston device needs to be129
changed, it is enough to change dimension of one layer while keeping the others as the same.130

In this study, we report the development of the microfluidic platform, detailed fabrication method and131
mechanical characterization of the actuation mechanism by optical imaging methods and computational132
simulations. We use the mechanical modeling which is in a good agreement with the experimental data133
obtained from the vertical displacement measurements to predict the actual pressures inside the device134
based on the externally applied pressures. We further show evaluation of the platform with SKOV-3 ovarian135
cancer cells for mechanical stimulation and lysis under dynamic compression. We investigate cell viability136
response to varying pressures in ascending order. We prove the ability of our platform to apply cyclic137
and varying compression profiles sequentially so that it can be used to mimic the chronic mechanical138
stimuli the cells are exposed to in ovarian cancer metastasis. We also show the temporal evolution of139
the dynamic pressure control on cell compression and deformation with different pressure amounts, time140
length and cyclic mode. We further extend the applicability of the cyclic compression with our platform141
by capturing the actin and nuclei deformation in the cyclically compressed cells. Our results demonstrate142
suitability of the micro-piston device for mechanical stimulation with various physiological pressures based143
on live-and-dead cell assay and mechanobiologically-related protein profile to study cell-biomechanics and144
compressive forces in cancer microenvironments.145

2 MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1 Device design and fabrication146

To demonstrate localized and dynamically controlled compression of cancer cells we fabricated a147
microfluidic platform with flexible actuators composed of PDMS Onal et al. (2019). Main components of148
the platform are control channel in the top layer, membrane and micro-piston in the middle, and cell culture149
chamber in the bottom layer enclosed with glass substrate (see Fig. 1(a)). Control channel was designed150
to introduce external pressure Unger et al. (2000); membrane to enable micro-piston actuation; and the151
micro-piston itself to apply compressive forces on the cells cultured on the glass surface in the bottom152
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layer channel. Photolithographic masks were designed using L-Edit (v2019, Mentor Graphics) and written153
onto photomask blanks (Nanofilm, USA) using a laser mask writer (µPG101, Heidelberg Instruments).154
Silicon wafers were dehydrated at 185°C in an oven overnight. After cooling down, the wafers were plasma155
cleaned at 100 W with O2 gas flow at 5 sccm for 10 minutes (Tergeo, PIE Scientific). As shown in Fig.156
S1(a), dry-film lamination of negative-tone photoresist on silicon wafers was used to fabricate masters Sun157
et al. (2018). For the lamination set-up we used 500 µm thick metal shims for a total thickness of Si wafer158
plus 200 µm or 300 µm SUEX film (DJMicrolaminates) and PET sheet. The films were laminated to the159
substrate at 65°C at 1 ft/min using a roll laminator (Sky 335R6, DSB). Post-lamination bake was applied160
at 65°C for 15 minutes and the laminates were left to cool down for 2-3 hours before UV exposure on a161
mask aligner (MA-6, SUSS). Filtered doses (PL-360-LP, Omega Optical) of 1800 mJ/cm2 for 200 µm thick162
film and 2300 mJ/cm2 for 300 µm thick film were used in multiple cycles of 20 second exposures with 60163
second cool-down intervals between cycles. Post-exposure bake (PEB) was applied at 65°C for 5 minutes164
and at 95°C for 15 minutes for 200 µm films and 20 minutes for 300 µm films with a ramp up of 100°C/hr165
and ramp down of 15°C/h. The masters were developed 24 hours after cooling down from PEB. Developer166
was applied with the SUEX master face-down in Propylene glycol methyl ether acetate (PGMEA, Sigma)167
until fully developed. Hard-bake was applied at 125°C for 60 minutes with a ramp up of 100°C/h and ramp168
down of 15°C/h on hotplate.169

Before replication, master molds were treated with 1H, 1H, 2H, 2H-Perfluoro decyl triethoxysilane170
(PFDTES, Sigma-Aldrich) for 3 hours. All flexible layers of the micro-piston device were fabricated from171
a 10:1 w/w mixture of PDMS (Sylgard 184, Dow) base and curing agent. Micro-pistons, monolithically172
integrated onto a PDMS membrane, were obtained by spin-coating (Laurell WS-650) PDMS pre-polymer173
onto 200 µm thick photoresist masters. After spinning, PDMS was baked for 1 hour at 80°C for initial174
curing. Similarly, bottom layer channels and the control layer were fabricated by exclusion molding Jo175
et al. (2000), modified for our work, and replica molding of PDMS Qin et al. (2010) off 300 and 200176
µm thick photoresist masters, respectively. For the exclusion molding, the PDMS poured on the master177
was first vacuumed for 2 hours, then a PE sheet was rolled on the PDMS and most of the excess PDMS178
was excluded out. Finally, a rubber sheet and heavy metal block were placed on the PDMS on master179
for complete exclusion out of the photoresist mold and the construct was baked at 80°C for 2 hours, as180
shown in Fig. S1(a). Left to cool down overnight, the PDMS stamp with open channels and open frame181
alignment marks was peeled off. Alignment marks designed to fit each other were used to align the layers182
while bonding (see Fig. 1(a-c) and Fig. S1). After plasma surface treatment at 15 W with O2 gas flow at 3183
sccm for 1 minute (Tergeo, PIE Scientific), devices were assembled by manual alignment and bonding of184
the membrane with micro-piston to the control layer and bottom channels (see Fig. 1(c-d)). PDMS layer185
alignment was checked using a light microscope and, if necessary, corrected for fine matching the edges of186
top and bottom microchannels before the plasma treated surfaces were permanently bonded. After every187
alignment and bonding of the layers, the construct was baked for 2 hours at 80°C. These fabrication steps188
were applied for different diameters and shapes including the circular, triangle and square micro-pistons189
shown in Fig. 1(e). Those reference geometries were used to test our fabrication method for the resolution190
of the structures at high dimensions of our device and high fidelity of the spin-coating method to obtain the191
micro-pistons as monolithically attached to the membrane at these high dimensions of the micro-piston to192
be fitting and suspending in a bottom channel height at mammalian cell culture standards and the thickness193
of the attached membrane itself.194
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2.2 Mechanical modelling of micro-piston actuator195

Actuation by the micro-piston device as a function of applied gas pressure were modelled as a symmetrical196
3D geometry using COMSOL Multiphysics (V5.5, COMSOL). PDMS was modelled as hyperelastic197
material using a Saint Venant-Kirchhoff model. The Lame parameters λ and µ of PDMS were set at198
4.66 MPa and 460 kPa, respectively Li et al. (2019). Borosilicate from the materials library was used to199
model the glass substrate as linear elastic material. External gas pressure was applied as a boundary load200
and varied from 0 to 700 mbar in 40 steps using a parametric sweep. The standard stationary solver was201
used with a physics-controlled mesh. Pressure under the piston was visualized as surface plot, and piston202
displacement and maximum piston pressure were exported as a function of applied gas pressure.203

2.3 Pressure supply unit and operation of the force application system204

Membrane, and thus micro-piston, were actuated by syringe pump (NE-1000, New Era Pump Systems)205
or pressure controller (OB1 Mk3+, Elveflow) coupled with pressure sensors (MSP4, 7 bar, Elveflow) and206
sensor readers (MFR and MSR, Elveflow) operated via ESI software (v3.02, Elveflow Smart Interface) to207
address the air or N2 gas pressure amount required to deflect the membrane and actuate the micro-piston.208
While indicating the units of the pressure values in this work, mbar was used for the externally applied209
pressures as per the settings and calibrations on the pressure pump and sensor readers while kPa was used210
for the piston contact pressure as conversion from pascal by N/m2 computed on the mechanical modelling.211
PDMS devices were fixed through a custom-designed, 3D printed (MoonRay, SprintRay) sample holder212
stage so that the devices did not move while applying pressure.213

2.4 Optical profilometer measurements214

The membrane deflection and micro-piston movements were quantified using a Profilm3D optical215
profilometer (Filmetrics Inc., USA) by scanning the total height of the vertical displacement of the216
deflected membrane and micro-piston during actuation. The data was further processed and analyzed217
using the ProfilmOnline software. For each applied pressure amount, average step heights of the vertical218
displacements were calculated from different regions-of-interest (ROIs) on the membrane at each side of219
the micro-pistons. For the full view of a micro-piston per cell-culture chamber, 3D optical profile series220
were scanned and stitched on an area of 7 mm height x 9 mm width with 20% overlap between individual221
scans (see Fig. S2(c)).222

2.5 Cell culture and preparation223

SKOV-3 ovarian cancer cells (supplied by the Laboratory for Cell and Protein Regulation at the University224
of Otago) were cultured in Earle’s salts and L-Glutamine positive MEM medium (GIBCO®) supplemented225
with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS, Life Technologies), 1% of penicillin/streptomycin (Life Technologies)226
and 0.2% fungizone (Life Technologies) in a humidified atmosphere of 5% CO2 at 37°C. Cell seeding227
densities of 0.5M, 1M, 1.5M and 1.8M cells/ml for ovarian cancer cells were tested for optimization of the228
cell number in microfluidic channel to form a cell monolayer and capture cells under the micro-piston. To229
promote cell adhesion by enhancing electrostatic interactions between the cell membrane and the glass230
substrate, the cell culture channels of the microfluidic devices were coated with 0.01% (w/v in H2O)231
poly-L-lysine (PLL) solution (Sigma).232

2.6 Confocal imaging of the micro-piston device233

For confocal imaging of the compression application with the PDMS micro-piston, PDMS cell culture234
channels with the suspended micro-piston inside were stained with DiD (lipophilic carbocyanine DiIC18(5)235
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solid) (Vybrant, Thermo Fisher, 1:300) for 48 hours. The DiD solution on-chip was replenished 24 hours236
after the staining started. The stained micro-pistons and microchannels were imaged using a confocal laser237
scanning microscope (Leica TCS SP5) with PMT detectors. DiD was excited using the HeNe laser at 633238
nm with 46% intensity with an emission at 665 nm. The distance between the bottom glass surface and239
suspended micro-piston in the cell culture channel was 3D scanned at static state (before compression)240
and then at compressed state of the micro-piston (see Fig. 2(d)) by taking the outmost upward z-position241
of the 20X objective (NA 0.70; PL-APO IMM CORR) as reference for the start level of each scan by the242
physical restraint of the mechanical knob at an inverted microscope setup. The length of each 3D scan243
was taking up to 5 minutes by 5 µm step-size for a ∼300 µm total z-volume with the DiD and brightfield244
channels at 1024x1024 resolution, due to the dimensions of the micro-piston device. In between the static245
and compressed states, xyt (time-lapse) imaging mode of the laser scanning was applied to capture the246
displacement of the actuated micro-piston while approaching the focal plane of the cells at the bottom247
surface. Data were processed using the 3D Viewer plug-in of ImageJ (Fiji) Schindelin et al. (2012).248

2.7 Device operation for cell culture and compression experiments249

Before the cell culture on-chip started, micro-piston devices were sterilized under the UV light in a250
biological cabinet for 30 minutes. Different cell-seeding densities were tested to improve cell density251
on-chip and the chance of capturing cells under the micro-pistons, as described above. For the homogeneity252
of cell distribution on-chip and capture under micro-piston, the way of loading cells into the microchannels253
with those hanging structures was further optimized. Cells were introduced into the culture channels while254
the micro-piston was either at static state or further driven-up (retracted) towards the control channel. In255
our piston-retracted method, the micro-pistons were retracted by applying negative pressure by 2 cm3 air256
sucked over 4 minutes using syringe pumping system. Cells were introduced into the bottom channel and257
the micro-piston was kept retracted for 5 minutes to let the cells sink to the PLL-coated glass surface. Then258
the micro-piston was released to recover its position by applying positive (increasing) pressure. Cells were259
cultured in the micro-piston devices for at least 2 days and their growth and spread around and under the260
micro-pistons were monitored and recorded during culture until mechanical compression was applied.261

Mechanical compression was applied to cells in their growth culture media to eliminate any non-262
mechanical stresses such as impact of variable protein concentrations on cells. The microscopy focal263
plane was kept on the cells while applying the compression and during movement of the micro-piston264
towards the cells. Micro-piston movement, compression on cells and mechanical lysis of the cells were265
recorded with time-lapse imaging. Data of the pressure sensor read was recorded during the compression266
experiments to monitor the pressure profile in the devices and ensure the devices were working properly.267
Compression was applied up to 640 mbar over 6 minutes. Cells were kept compressed for 1 hour and the268
withdraw-rate applied for the position recovery of the micro-piston was the same as the compression rate.269
For cell viability imaging, the cells were incubated with 2 µM EthD-1 and 4 µM Calcein AM solutions270
of cell viability/cytotoxicity kit (Invitrogen) for 20 minutes. After the compression experiments, cells271
were fixed on-chip with 4% Paraformaldehyde (Alfa Aesar) for 30 minutes and nuclei were stained with 1272
µg/ml Hoechst solution (Thermo Scientific, 33342) for 20 minutes. Cell actin was stained with CF 488A273
Phalloidin (Biotium, 1:40) for 1.5 hours.274

2.8 Green fluorescent protein solution displacement by membrane deflection in the275
micro-piston device276

Green fluorescent protein (GFP) was expressed in-house in E. coli bacteria. Micro-piston devices were277
loaded with GFP solution (6.83 mg/ml) and compression was repeated as described for the cell experiments.278
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Thus, firstly, cells were cultured in the channel. Then culture media was replaced with GFP solution for279
fluorescence imaging at the time of the compression. Micro-piston movement and membrane dynamics280
were visualized for inference of the physical state from fluorescence intensity change (Fig. S3(a)). Using an281
inverted microscope, the GFP time-lapse fluorescence images were taken under constant light exposure at 1282
minute intervals of the actuation by the applied pressure amounts in Fig. S3(b-c). An A-A’ line was drawn283
at the region under the micro-piston and the plot profile of the GFP intensity change at each time-lapse284
frame was shown for the A-A’ line at the applied pressures (Fig. S3(b)). The plot profile for the GFP285
intensity change under the membrane was shown along a representative line B-B’ on each frame taken286
at the corresponding pressure amount (Fig. S3(c)) similar to the work of Kim et al. on characterization287
of PDMS membrane deflection with fluorescein Kim et al. (2007). Further, ROIs were drawn at different288
regions adjacent to the micro-piston under the membrane. Mean gray values were measured from the GFP289
intensity at those ROIs on the frames taken under the pressures of 0 mbar and 640 mbar for the ratio of290
the mean gray value at static (non-compressed) to the one at the compressed form (see Supplementary291
Table T1). This ratio was used for further correlation of the change in GFP intensity with the change in292
compartmental heights of the micro-piston device during membrane deflections. At least 3 independent293
experiments with different devices were performed to measure fluorescent intensity change as a result of294
the displacement of GFP during actuation of the micro-piston in a typical cell experiment setup.295

2.9 Imaging and data analysis296

Images of cells were taken as phase-contrast time-lapse image series using a diascopic and epi-297
fluorescence inverted microscope (Nikon ECLIPSE Ts2) equipped with a digital camera (Tucsen USB2.0298
H Series) and TCapture imaging software. For cell growth, alignment and spread analysis, cells were299
imaged day-to-day starting from the cell seeding time using 10X (NA 0.25; Ph1 ADL) and 20X (NA 0.45;300
Plan-Fluor OFN22 Ph1 ADM) objectives. For dynamic cell compression experiments, data recording was301
started at the same time as the pumping for applying the gas pressure and time-lapse images were captured302
at every 10 seconds. Cells in the control regions where there was no micro-piston were also imaged before303
and after compression application. Cell viability images for the cells under micro-piston and at control304
regions in the channel were taken with Calcein AM and Ethidium homodimer-1 (EthD-1) epi-fluorescence.305

Recorded images were processed and analyzed using ImageJ (Fiji) Schindelin et al. (2012). For cell306
viability analysis, the cells under a micro-piston were determined according to the images with Calcein307
AM and EthD-1, and cross-checked with the phase-contrast images taken before the deflection and the308
time-lapse frames recorded during the deflection. Calcein AM stains the live cells at all-over the cell309
membrane and cytoplasm while EthD-1 dye stains the dead cell nuclei only. With exception of the cells310
with strong signals of Calcein AM or EthD-1, further analysis was done as follows: If the cell body was311
under the micro-piston before compression, but totally burst after compression, and had no stain of Calcein312
AM with or without traces of EthD-1, those cells were counted dead. If any cell had Calcein AM signal and313
traces of EthD-1 signal at the same time, such cells were counted as damaged but alive, as well as the cells314
with traces of Calcein AM and without any EthD-1 signal. Video frames recorded during deflection and315
retraction of the membrane were used to track the cells bursting due to compression, as well as the changes316
in their morphologies. In this correlation, if there are cells that do not give signal at the fluorescence images317
captured after compression but exist on the phase contrast images captured before compression and during318
time-lapse imaging of the compression, those cells were also added to the analysis during validation process.319
Cells that were detached from the culture by attaching to the micro-piston surface during compression320
were counted into the analysis by taking max intensity of the Z-projection of fluorescence images from321
the glass and PDMS surfaces that came into contact. Two hundred fold magnification images of EthD-1322
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epi-fluorescence contained the most information for the stained nuclei of the dead cells fitting the region323
under micro-pistons, and were thus used in the cell viability analysis. Thus, cell viability analysis relied on324
cell counting by the fluorescence imaging with Calcein AM and Ethidium homodimer-1 (EthD-1) dyes.325
Nuclei staining was also convenient to cell counting with Hoechst staining for total cell nuclei and EthD-1326
staining for dead cell nuclei. ImageJ (Fiji) was used for counting cells by analyze particles function applied327
on the threshold images with EthD-1 and Hoechst signals, or after adjusting the threshold of the Calcein328
AM signal. Regions of interest (ROIs) were drawn around the micro-piston and cells that remain within329
that ROI were counted as under micro-piston and the rest were counted as control as non-compressed cells330
at all-over the region adjacent to the micro-piston. All the cells in the field of view (FoV) were counted as331
total cells. Cell count at the region adjacent to micro-piston were determined by the subtraction of the cell332
count under the micro-piston from the total cell count. The percentages of the live and dead cells were333
calculated according to the cell counts.334

In the next set of experiments with sequential cyclic compression on cells, the cell viability state335
determination was slightly different than the discrete counting as live and dead cell, such that it was done336
comparatively as a function of the applied pressure in ascending order within the same device. Cells were337
categorized as live, damaged, highly damaged, and dead. For this comparative analysis, shape descriptors,338
such as square, triangle, line, and circle, were assigned to cell viability categories of live, damaged, highly339
damaged, and dead, respectively. They were drawn and tracked manually across the frames acquired at340
each applied pressure, and determined depending on to which extent the cells where stained with Calcein341
AM or EthD-1 as explained above. Manual tracking for determination of the cell viability state was applied342
to the cells under the micro-piston only.343

For the analysis of cell nuclei deformation, ImageJ (Fiji) was used to extract the regions of interest (ROIs)344
for the cell nuclei boundaries by analyze particles function applied on the threshold images with Hoechst345
epi-fluorescence signals. Then, the ROIs obtained from the Hoechst-stained cell nuclei were checked with346
the corresponding phase contrast image for validation of the nuclei segmentation. Area, circularity, and347
aspect ratio of the cell nuclei were measured from the ROIs. Two hundred fold magnification images were348
used during the analysis of Hoechst stained nuclei in control (non-compressed) cells under micro-piston349
and control regions (CR) around the micro-piston versus in compressed cells under micro-piston.350

One-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) and Student’s t-test were used to determine significances for the351
comparisons of cell viability between multiple groups and between two groups, respectively. Student’s352
t-test was also used to determine the statistical significance of cell nuclei deformations. Two sample t-test353
between percents (StatPac) was used to compare the percentages of individual groups in on-chip cell354
distribution data. Statistical significance was taken as p < 0.05. Data were represented as mean ± standard355
error of mean (s.e.m.), except for Fig. S4, in which the data is presented as mean ± standard deviation (σ)356
for the PDMS membrane thicknesses measured with the optical profilometer.357

3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The phenotype of cancerous cells changes in response to applied dynamic compressive stress. Parameters358
such as cell growth, morphology, viability and mechanobiologically-related protein profile are all affected359
by mechanical stimulation and compression. Compression is unique for ovarian cancer and caused by360
several primary sources. Both, growth-induced stress from the aberrant cell proliferation, displacing the361
native cell populations, and external stress, stemming from the native tissue, have been identified as362
noteworthy contributors to the compressive stress Bregenzer et al. (2019); Jain et al. (2014). Moreover,363
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hydrostatic pressure by the excess fluid and ascites expose ovarian cancer cells to additional compressive364
forces Netti et al. (2000), although this factor, depending on the volume of ascitic fluid, largely varies365
among ovarian cancer patients. Collectively, these stresses evidence that compression has a paramount366
importance in shaping the mechanobiology of ovarian cancer. To study the role of compression in detail,367
compressive stress needs to be applied to cells in a localized, flexible and controlled manner. The lab-on-a-368
chip platform introduced in this work achieves this by use of a PDMS membrane actuator with attached369
micro-piston. PDMS is well suited for mechanical actuators due to its high elasticity and the very low drift370
of its properties with time and temperature Schneider et al. (2008). Our platform is composed of a control371
microchannel in a top layer for introducing external force and PDMS membrane with monolithically372
integrated micro-pistons suspended in a bottom microchannel. This piston was used to apply mechanical373
compression on ovarian cancer cells cultured on the glass surface enclosing the bottom layer (Fig. 1).374
Dynamic cell compression in this work points out the capability of the micro-piston device to dynamically375
compress the cells at various profiles and durations for a wide range of applications. At each application,376
the duration and mode of the dynamic compression was given at the associated figure and writing. Before377
use with cells, mechanical parameters of the device were characterized via micro-piston actuation to378
ensure repeatability of compression. A summary of the characterization of different compression profiles379
is given in Figure 3. The characterization of the micro-piston actuation was done using optical imaging380
methods and two different external pressure system types, adding flexibility based on the laboratory381
requirements. The mechanical modeling in a good agreement with the experimental data obtained from382
the vertical displacement measurements was used to predict the actual pressures inside the device based383
on the externally applied pressures. Bottom channel loading with cells and the culture of cancer cells384
in the micro-piston device was optimized experimentally. This was followed by the use of the device to385
study compression at physiologically-relevant pressure levels and mechanical lysis of cells. Cell viability386
response was investigated at sequentially applied profiles and varying pressures in ascending order. The387
proven ability of our platform to simulate cyclic and varying compression profiles shows that it can388
be used to mimic the chronic mechanical stimuli the cells are exposed to in ovarian cancer metastasis.389
Detailed time-lapse live cell imaging showed the temporal evolution of the dynamic pressure control on390
cell compression and deformation with different pressure amounts, time length and cyclic mode. The391
applicability of the cyclic compression with our platform was further demonstrated by capturing the actin392
and nuclei deformation in the cyclically compressed cells. Actin stress fibers showed distinct deformation393
in the samples with applied pressures in ascending order. While the compressed cell nuclei were changed394
for their circularity at different pressures, their areal and axial deformation were not permanent at milder395
pressures such as 12.5 kPa and 17.9 kPa, unlike at higher pressures such as 20.7 kPa, for 1 hour-long cyclic396
compression.397

3.1 Characterization of the micro-piston actuation398

Characterization of PDMS device geometries, membrane deflection and thus micro-piston actuation399
was performed by 3D profilometry and confocal microscopy (Fig. 2). For 3D profilometry, the devices400
were not covered by a glass surface to enable formation of the optical interference on PDMS surfaces.401
Also, no cells and media were included in the measurements. For confocal microscopy, the devices were402
bonded to glass, and bottom channels with micro-pistons were loaded and stained with DiD solution.403
The confocal measurements were performed either with or without cells and their culture media. Vertical404
displacement was measured as a function of applied pressure for membranes of different thicknesses. These405
were obtained by varying PDMS spin-coating and vacuum conditions to better understand the impact406
process variability may have on piston actuation and ultimately, cell compression. We found that the time407
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length the PDMS mixture was kept under vacuum after mixing (until spin coating) affected the thickness408
of the membrane, in particular when slower spin-speeds were used (see Fig. S4). Membrane thickness409
increased observably for spin-speed of 500 rpm when the vacuum time after mixing was extended from410
35 to 90 and 150 min. This effect was not observed for the higher spin speed of 1000 rpm, even after 150411
min of degassing, which indicates a correlation with the pot life (the time required for viscosity to double412
after mixing the base and curing agent) of Sylgard 184 being >120 minutes Corning (2008). It is also413
important to note that when the vacuum duration after mixing was kept as little as 25-35 minutes, not all of414
the micro-pistons could be recovered from the 200-µm height photoresist master on a 4-inch Si wafer due415
to insufficient degassing time. In contrast, a 100% yield could be regularly obtained when spin-coating at416
more than 1-hour vacuum durations from the time of mixing.417

To characterize membrane deflection and micro-piston actuation, vertical displacement measurements,418
obtained via optical profilometry, were used to quantify the deflection of 100, 215 and 345 µm thick419
membranes selected from the spin-coatings with thickness range of 102 ±4.3, 211 ±14.8, 343 ±27.4420
(mean ±σ), respectively, as monolithically fabricated with 300 µm diameter pistons (Fig. S5). The pressure421
applications and membrane deflections were applied by using two independent pressure systems, pressure422
controller system (Fig. 2(a-b) and Fig. S5(a-b)) or syringe pumping system (Fig. 2(a and c) Fig. S5(c-d)).423
By the two application systems, the vertical displacements of the micro-pistons with thicker, 215 and424
345 µm, membranes were linear compared to thinner, 100 µm, membrane with 50-mbar or 0.5-cm3 air425
increments up to 250 mbar applied pressure. In essence, this novel micro-piston device allows using a wide426
range of membrane thicknesses. However, vertical displacement amount depends on the applied pressure427
magnitudes and in a final shape of the device it is also restricted by the gap between the micro-piston428
and bottom surface. Additionally, the pressure magnitudes that can be applied and sensed during the429
micro-piston actuation still relies on the pressure controller capability and readability of the pressure430
sensors in use. Thus, in design, the bottom channel total height and the micro-piston height determines431
the gap which also needs to suit cell culture needs. Membrane thickness to be used in the micro-piston432
device can be selected based on the designed gap and the range of external pressure application and precise433
sensing. Taking all into account, for the devices used for cancer cell compression experiments in this study,434
the average membrane thickness was measured as 211 ±14.8 (mean ±σ) µm (n = 164 optical profiles435
from 7 spin-coatings), where the PDMS was kept under vacuum at 650-700 mmHg for 1.5 hour from436
mixing (including the 1 hour while PDMS is on the photoresist master) and spun at 500 rpm for 30 s437
(Fig. S4). In addition to characterizing the dimensional fidelity of fabricated masters and PDMS replicas438
(Table T2), compartmental heights of the assembled micro-piston devices were measured for channel total439
height and micro-piston heights before the device was bonded to glass. To facilitate this, the gap between440
the micro-piston and bottom surface was calculated for each device by measuring the step height from441
the leveled surface of the sides of the channel to the surface of the suspended micro-piston in 3D optical442
profiles (see Fig. S2). Values of the difference between the total height and gap showed close agreement443
with measured micro-piston height values, illustrating the reliability of the measurements and data analysis444
for the characterization of the compartments of the micro-piston devices.445

Next, characterization of the 215 µm thick membrane deflection with applied higher pressures was446
followed by micro-piston actuation in an open device to demonstrate position recovery. Figure 3(a)447
shows the actuation sequence used to measure deflection. Pressure loading profiles were applied using448
either a pressure controller system (Fig. 3(b)) or syringe pumping system (Fig. 3(c)) and membrane and449
micro-piston position was found to fully recover to the starting position within measurement limits. This450
demonstrates that our device can be used for automated dynamic compression and cyclic compression with451
a pressure controller system. Figure 3(c) in particular, shows that, if no pressurized gas supply is available452
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or a more portable solution is required, semi-automated compression can be performed with a syringe453
pumping system with an almost identical membrane displacement behavior.454

The concept of applying compression in a fully enclosed device was illustrated using confocal imaging of455
the PDMS micro-piston stained with DiD cell tracker. This stain was chosen as it allows for simultaneous456
imaging of PDMS structures and cells Kajzar et al. (2008). Images were taken before compression and457
while the micro-piston was compressed with the cell experiment settings, as shown in (Fig. 2d). Staining458
and confocal imaging were able to visualize the micro-piston position inside the device, however, we found459
the process too slow to capture the dynamic compression on cells, mainly due to the large dimensions460
of the micro-piston compartment (Fig. S2(a-b)). This result is in agreement with others in literature on461
confocal microscopy being slow for the real-time volumetric capture of the dynamic compression Lee et al.462
(2018). Thus, to facilitate the use of wide-field microscopy for imaging the dynamic processes in the device,463
membrane and micro-piston movement was monitored via the displacement of green fluorescent protein464
(GFP) reporter solution in the micro-piston chamber, as shown in Fig. S3. Again, the same compression465
profile was applied as in the cell experiment settings and fluorescence intensity change during deflection of466
the membrane was recorded via time-lapse images. As illustrated by the images in Fig. S3(a), micro-piston467
touch-down could be tracked (also see Movie V1) and related to device areas where no GFP was present,468
such as chamber and channel walls. Residual fluorescence signal observed under high pressures (640-1415469
mbar, Fig. S3(b)) was attributed to the cells cultured on the glass surface, whereas no cells and no GFP470
solution was present for the background region corresponding to the PDMS sides of the channels. In Figure471
S3(a), the indicated PDMS sides adjacent to the microchannels were used for background measurements.472
While the vertical displacement of the micro-piston in channel was controlled via the membrane, little473
change in the GFP signals under the micro-piston was observed for pressures above 640 mbar (Fig. S3(b)).474
Thus, at higher pressures, the micro-piston was no longer being displaced vertically and the mechanical load475
was being stored in the compression of the micro-piston itself. On the other hand, the flexible membrane476
attached to the micro-piston continued to be displaced downwards as evidenced by the GFP solution volume477
and hence fluorescence signal under the membrane around the micro-piston decreasing with increasing478
applied pressure (Fig. S3(c)). Compared up to 860 mbar, the pressure values in Fig. S3(b-c), which were479
read in the fully enclosed devices through the sensory feedback connected within the air flow circuit, were480
matching the pressure values read during the membrane deflections within the open devices, where the481
optical profilometry was used (Fig. 3(c)). Optical profilometry and fluorescence solution displacement482
data was further cross-correlated for three independent devices, as shown in Table T1, demonstrating483
measurement consistency among devices and between techniques. While recording the GFP images, the484
focal plane was kept fixed on the cells, as would be the case in cell compression experiments. The average485
mean gray value ratio obtained in this way was 1.39. If the same experiments were run with images taken486
at different focal planes of the GFP solution for maximum intensity of a z-stack of fluorescence images,487
this ratio would be closer to the average height ratio of the devices, which is 1.57. Nonetheless, the data488
demonstrates that, in lieu of ultra-fast confocal imaging, fluorescent reporter displacement could be used to489
track piston movement in real-time during cell compression experiments.490

3.2 Cancer cell loading and culture in micro-piston device491

Following mechanical characterization, cancer cell growth and cell viability on the microfluidic platform492
were investigated by running control and test experiments, either on separate devices or sequentially on493
a single device. For the optimizations of cell distribution on-chip and cell capture under micro-pistons,494
devices were loaded with cells either while the micro-pistons were in static state with no external pressure,495
or driven-up (retracted) towards the control channel with an applied negative pressure of 342 mbar (-342496
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mbar) as read by the pressure sensor (Fig. S6(a)). Cell capture under micro-pistons was determined to be497
on average 9 cells per 0.07 mm2 for piston-in-static-state loading and increased more than 3-fold to 28 cells498
per 0.07 mm2 for piston-retracted loading. Thus, due to favorable flow conditions in the piston-retracted499
loading method, more cells were captured under the micro-pistons. Cell distribution on-chip was further500
analyzed for piston-retracted loading. At zero time of the culture, 11.4% of the loaded cells per field of501
view (FoV) of the microscopy images were under the micro-piston of 14.4% area of the FoV adjusted502
with the micro-piston at the center (Fig. S6(b) and Table T3). The rest of the cells, 88.6%, were around503
the micro-piston in the 85.6% area of the FoV. The percentages of cell number under and around micro-504
piston were not significantly different than the percentages of the corresponding area (p = 0.1417). Thus,505
homogenous cell distributions could be obtained in micro-piston chamber from the beginning of the cell506
culture. The cell number under micro-pistons increased on average 83% from Day 0 to Day 1 and 44%507
from Day 1 to Day 2, providing a confluent cancer cell monolayer under the micro-pistons. Thus, cells508
grew under and around the micro-pistons at static state of the device regardless the height difference by the509
gap between the micro-piston and bottom surface compared to rest of the channel (see Movie V2 and Fig.510
S6(b)).511

The lesser gap under the micro-pistons compared to the total height in the rest of the culture channel512
(Fig. S2) may impact on nutrient supply to the cells. To account for this during mechanical stimulation513
experiments, cells were kept in their cell-culture growth media to prevent any relative stress that might514
emerge due to nutrient factors. Moreover, the heights of the cell culture channel (on average 313 µm), and515
the gap between the bottom of the micro-piston and the cells on the glass surface (on average 108 µm)516
were designed so that cells had access to nutrients in cell-culture growth media at static state by including517
appropriate cell channel geometries Young and Beebe (2010). In particular, the design is expected to allow518
for passive diffusion of the nutrients over time. In further applications, aim-specific biomolecular gradients519
can be created from the ports of the bottom layer of the device towards the micro-piston inside the culture520
channel to study the effect of the generated gradients on cells Keenan and Folch (2008).521

As shown in Fig. 4(a), in static culture conditions cell viability was found to be 99.3% in the culture522
channels, 99.2% in chambers for cells adjacent to the micro-pistons and 99.5% for those under the523
suspended micro-pistons. These results demonstrate that the device has a cell-safe design and operation524
until cells under the micro-pistons are compressed by application of high pressures (>300 mbar) to the525
control layer.526

3.3 Compression application and mechanical deformation and lysis of the cells527

Dynamic application of compression on cell monolayers was demonstrated by deforming and lysing the528
cells under the micro-pistons and comparing cell viability to control areas on the same device. Cell viability529
was analyzed for control (non-compressed) devices and after compression with various micro-piston shapes530
and dimensions. An example of a typical cell compression experiment is shown in Movie V3, where a531
cell monolayer was first compressed and the micro-piston then retracted. All pressure values during the532
compression were recorded using a pressure sensor located within the flow circuit before the gas flows533
into the control microchannel to monitor the micro-piston position feedback in response to the applied534
pressure. Sensor readings for the micro-pistons were consistent with each other over the length of the535
experiments and all micro-pistons, including different diameters and different shapes, exhibited reliable536
position recovery in cell experiments (see Fig. S7).537

For in-depth analysis of cell viability on-chip a Calcein AM/EthD-1 cell viability/cytotoxicity kit was538
used to monitor all the viable and dead cells. Figure 4(b) shows the dynamic compression on SKOV-3539
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cancer cells and mechanical lysis by the stained cell monolayers in control (non-compressed or before540
compression) and compressed areas under micro-pistons of different shapes. When the membrane was541
deflected and the micro-piston moved down onto the cells and burst them by compression, majority of the542
cells lost their Calcein AM at the beginning of the 1 hour-long compression. Efflux of Calcein AM shows543
that those cells were highly damaged as no fluorescence signal was gained, and hence could not be accepted544
as viable anymore. The main reason of that the micro-piston was kept compressed for 1 hour is to show545
how good the device is in operation of the long mechanical compressions, which was also recorded by the546
pressure sensor in these cell compression experiments (Fig. S7). Cell counting for cell viability analysis547
on-chip was achieved by optimizing a method of fluorescent label-dependent automated cell counting for548
adherent cells by dead cell and total cell nuclei staining with Ethidium homodimer-1 (EthD-1) and Hoechst549
dyes, respectively (Fig. S8(a)). Although cell counting was achieved in parallel with viability testing, by550
staining both live and dead cells and adjusting the threshold on the images for Calcein AM and EthD-1551
signals, respectively (Fig. S8(b)), this was further automated by counting the adherent cells via their stained552
nuclei after validating the correct segmentation of the nuclei.553

As shown in Fig. 4(a), in all groups, including control and after compression, cell viability in the channel554
was calculated for the regions adjacent and under the micro-piston. In doing so, no significant differences555
in cell viability were observed in control devices between the groups adjacent and under micro-pistons.556
Additionally, in the regions adjacent to the micro-pistons no significant difference in cell viability in557
control (non-compressed) and after compression was observed. However, after compression the cell558
viability under micro-pistons became significantly different (p < 0.0001) to that of cells in non-compressed559
regions in the same device chambers. Cell viability decreased from on average 99.4% to 25.8% under560
the micro-pistons of 200, 250, 280 and 300 µm diameter circular, triangle, and square shapes after 1561
hour-long compression with 640 mbar gas pressure. At the same time, no significant difference in cell562
viability was observed for compression between different micro-piston types and sizes. As illustrated by563
Fig. 4(b), any residual cell viability after compression was mainly due to the cells at the micro-piston564
periphery, as those cells were being partially compressed, but not necessarily burst by the micro-pistons.565
Thus, the mechanical compression and lysis of the cells by the micro-pistons in our devices were mainly566
governed by the applied external pressure, in combination with the thickness of the membrane carrying567
the micro-pistons. This consistency in operating the devices with different shapes of the micro-piston568
can define the cell compression and lysis area into the culture as well as that the cell patterning can be569
achieved in further tissue engineering applications. Hsieh et al. had varied the diameter of their circular570
structures (i.e. hydrogel circles under buckled PDMS membrane) from 2 mm to 12 mm and thus changed571
the compression effect on fibroblast cell alignment Hsieh et al. (2014). Lee et al. had also varied the572
diameter of their circular structures (i.e. PDMS balloons) from 1.2 mm to 2 mm and observed no significant573
differences in chondrocyte cell deformation between adjacent diameters (e.g. for 1.2 mm vs. 1.4 mm or 1.4574
mm vs. 1.6 mm). They also observed no differences in cell viability between the control (without dynamic575
compression) and dynamically compressed chondrocytes Lee et al. (2018). Comparatively, in our study,576
the diameter range has been further downscaled to from 200 µm to 300 µm of circular micro-pistons. If577
required, changes to the aspect-ratio of the micro-pistons could be used to alter the compression process578
and hence, cell viability and biological responses of the cells.579

Although the cell viability dyes are considered non-toxic at the low concentrations used, Probes (2005)580
we also performed experiments to control for any possible effect of live/dead cell staining and phototoxicity581
might have besides the mechanical compression. To do so, we compressed the cells after staining them582
with cell viability dyes and checked the viability during the dynamic compression experiments (see Fig.583
4(b)) while, on the other hand, we directly compressed non-stained cells and checked for the viability584
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after the compression (see Fig. S9 and Fig. S10). Results showed that, at 2 µM Calcein AM and 4 µM585
EthD-1 concentrations, there was no significant effect of the dyes on the cells which were also treated586
with the mechanical compression (p > 0.05). This demonstrates that the cell damage and lysis in our587
results were mainly caused by the applied mechanical compression. Mechanical lysis is reviewed to be588
advantageous over the other lysis methods for its high throughput and higher efficiency in lysing cells589
Shehadul Islam et al. (2017). In this regard, our platform can apply to controlled release of the intracellular590
components such as nucleic acids and proteins by adjusting the degree of the mechanical disruption of the591
cell membranes under the micro-piston while also leaving the control cells around as intact.592

Furthermore, we computationally modeled the actuation of the micro-piston device, where we established593
a good agreement of the simulations with the experimental data obtained from the vertical displacement594
measurements of the micro-piston with pressure controller and syringe pump systems (Fig. 5(a)). This595
model was going to guide us on predicting the actual pressures inside the device based on the externally596
applied pressures (Fig. 5(b)). We experimentally conducted dynamic cell compression to establish to which597
extend cells were affected by the amount of applied pressure and the application time. For this, we applied598
a sequence of cyclic compression profiles on SKOV-3 cancer cells at mild and then higher pressures in599
a continuous manner (Fig. 6 and Movie V4). The pressure controller system was used for automation of600
this cyclic compression application. First, a pressure amount ladder was formed up to 354 mbar, during601
which the cells showed distinct deformation. Subsequently, cells were set to being chronically compressed602
for 5 minutes at 354 mbar, followed by a rest for 5 minutes at 0 mbar, as indicated by the steps ‘1b-i,603
2b-h’ in Fig. 6(a). This cyclic compression was applied for a total of 1 hour. As can be seen from the604
image sequence in Fig. 6(a), cells were physically deformed under the micro-piston when being cyclically605
compressed throughout the cycles ‘1a-i’ (cells at rest) and ‘2a-h’ (cells compressed) (also see Movie V4).606
The morphology of the compressed cells changed in response to micro-piston contact, with the nuclei and607
membrane expansion observably different to that of the state before compression at ‘1a’ of Fig. 6(a). In the608
following compression profiles shown in Fig. 6(b), the application was continued with increasing pressures609
from 370 and 400, to 640 mbar, respectively. Cells were compressed for up to 2 minutes at each of the610
higher pressures, which was much shorter than the compression times used in Fig. 4. Cell lysis formed611
at higher pressures, as expected (see Movie V4), and cell viability was monitored 10-15 minutes after612
every pressure application profile was complete, allowing for an incubation time for the viability assay.613
Results shown in ‘1i’ of Fig. 6(a) and ‘1j-l’ in Fig. 6(b) demonstrate that cells were mostly alive after the614
first cyclic compression profile was complete (‘1i’), despite being deformed distinctly throughout the 1615
hour-long cyclic compression. Simulation of the mechanical actuation (see Fig. 5(b), Fig. S11 and Movie616
V5) indicated that an actuation with 354 mbar gas pressure corresponded to a contact pressure of 15.6 kPa.617
While the gap of 109 µm between the piston and glass surface was closing, piston contact pressure started618
at 1.4 kPa by the applied pressure of 325.9 mbar. In next two of additional 1 mbar, it reached physiological619
values of 3.6 and 4.5 kPa, and then the piston distinctly deformed cells at 15.6 kPa (Fig. 5(b)). This value620
fell within the physiological ranges estimated for growth-induced (4.7 - 18.9 kPa) and external (3.7 - 16.0621
kPa) compression Jain et al. (2014). The latter has been suggested to be a more noteworthy contributor to622
the total perceived stress Bregenzer et al. (2019) and estimated to exceed 20 kPa based on the experimental623
data from murine tumors Jain et al. (2014). Following this cycle, more cells were permanently damaged,624
appearing as dead after step ‘1j’ at 370 mbar (contact pressure of 23.8 kPa from simulation in Fig. 5(b)).625
Other cells with traces of Calcein AM, but no trace of EthD-1 were considered as damaged but alive,626
while the cells with traces of the both stains were considered as highly damaged. After step ‘1k’ at 400627
mbar (contact pressure of 37.8 kPa from simulation in Fig. 5(b)), only few cells remained alive, with the628
rest dead. These results were expected, as this and following pressure levels exceeded the upper limits of629
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both estimated growth-induced and external stresses. Finally, apart from a few cells at the micro-piston630
periphery, all cells directly underneath were dead after step ‘1l’ at 640 mbar (contact pressure of 140631
kPa from simulation in Fig. 5(b)). These viability results for short compression times at higher pressures632
complement results of the 1 hour-long compression at 640 mbar in Fig. 4. As observed for this overall633
long compression experiment, cells in control regions around the micro-piston remained alive at all times634
during application of the cyclic compression profiles (Fig. 6). Responses of the cells under micro-piston to635
varying applied pressures in ascending order from Mild (15.6-15.9 kPa) to Intermediate 1 (23.8-26.8 kPa)636
to Intermediate 2 (37.8-51 kPa) to Severe (127.8-140 kPa) were summarized in Fig. 7. Additionally, the637
vertical displacement from the position that the piston applied mild pressures on cells until severe pressures638
bursting the cells, shown in the plateau of the main plot in Fig. 5(b)), is matching the height of the SKOV-3639
cells, which is typically extending to around 3 µm Mann et al. (2005). Overall, the ability of our platform640
to simulate cyclic and varying compression profiles shows that it can be used to further mimic the chronic641
mechanical stimuli the cells are exposed to in ovarian cancer metastasis Bregenzer et al. (2019).642

We further showed the applicability of the cyclic compression with our platform by capturing the actin643
and nuclei deformation in the cyclically compressed cells. In contrast to the control group, actin stress644
fibers showed distinct deformation in the samples with applied pressures in ascending order. At 20.7645
kPa (an upper limit of physiological range), the signal for actin was gained mostly at the edge of the646
cells, indicating exposure to a higher stress that distinctly deformed the cell cytoskeleton. Given the more647
regular shape of nuclei, further analysis was conducted for cell nuclei deformations. Areal and axial cell648
nuclei deformation after 1 hour-long cyclic compression at 20.7 kPa at live cell conditions were significant649
between the compressed cells under micro-piston and non-compressed cells under the control micro-piston650
and in the control region adjacent to the micro-piston (Fig. 8). No significant change was observed between651
the compressed and control cells at 12.5 kPa (a mild physiological value) and at 17.9 kPa (an intermediate652
physiological value) for areal and axial cell nuclei deformation (Fig. 8(b,d)). Circularity of the cell nuclei,653
however, were significantly less in the compressed cells at all the applied pressures (12.5, 17.9 and 20.7654
kPa) compared to the control group (Fig. 8(c)). These results propose that while the compressed cell655
nuclei were changed for their circularity at different pressures, their areal and axial deformation were not656
permanent at milder pressures such as 12.5 kPa and 17.9 kPa, unlike at higher pressures such as 20.7 kPa,657
for 1 hour-long cyclic compression. Nucleus is a mechanosensitive organelle capable of responding to solid658
stresses and the nuclear deformations we observed for the cells exposed to compression can impact the659
activity of nuclear pore complexes and associated proteins, which in turn modulate the nuclear import of660
transcription factors. Such nuclear perturbations can alter gene expression and induction of DNA repair661
programs Nia et al. (2020). A detailed time-lapse live cell imaging of the compression recorded for ladder662
pressure increase from 0 kPa up to 17.9 kPa (piston contact pressure from simulation) and a short cycle663
at 17.9 kPa with gradual increase (from 0 kPa to 17.9 kPa) and decrease (from 17.9 kPa to 0 kPa) in 30664
s for each, which then sequentially followed by 1 hour-long cyclic compression at 17.9 kPa showed the665
temporal evolution of the dynamic pressure control on cell compression and deformation (see Movie V6).666
This dynamic control points that although the deformed cells did not seem much affected at the very first667
cycles by the beginning of the pressure ladder and mild compression, the time length and number of the668
cycles of the dynamic compression made the cells morphologically different throughout the application.669
The cell actin and nuclei deformations explained here were as result of the end point assay by such dynamic670
compression control at the indicated pressures. Our study findings add to the results on plastic deformation671
of the cells by Ho et al. who applied cyclic compression between 10 and 15 psi (68.9 kPa and 103.4 kPa)672
by the pressure of the control valve at 0.5 Hz for 6 min and did not observe permanent plastic deformation673
of the MCF10A normal breast epithelial cells Ho et al. (2018). Different pressure amounts, time length674
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and cyclic mode altogether affect the degree of plastic deformation cells can experience when exposed to675
compression.676

In summary, the platform was able to dynamically compress cell monolayers up to the mechanical lysis677
of cells at actuation pressures above 300 mbar. By enabling similar experiments to be performed in a more678
integrated fashion, our study results add to the previous work by Tse et al., which showed that mechanical679
compression can enhance the invasive phenotype of cancer cells and stimulate their migration Tse et al.680
(2012). While pressure magnitudes obtainable with our system are comparable to those in work by Kim681
et al., who applied up to 35 kPa external compressive stress on MCF7 cancer cells up to lysis Kim et al.682
(2007), the use of micro-pistons for compression in our system adds the advantage of non-compressed683
regions for direct control on-chip. The importance of control was most recently demonstrated by Lee et684
al., who observed no significant difference in cell viability between compressed and control groups when685
14 kPa of pressure was used to mechanically stimulate alginate-chondrocyte constructs Lee et al. (2018).686
We further showed the capability of the platform to dynamically stimulate cancer cell monolayers with687
various intermediate actuation pressures in a continuous, cyclic manner with an order of Mild (15.6-15.9688
kPa) to Intermediate 1 (23.8-26.8 kPa) to Intermediate 2 (37.8-51 kPa) to Severe (127.8-140 kPa). As such,689
the results shown here expand on the work by Hosmane et al., who used intermediate pressures applied690
statically by micro-pads to study the mechanics of neuronal cell damage Hosmane et al. (2011). Their691
results showed single axon mild injury and regrowth at <55 kPa, moderate levels of injury from 55 to 95692
kPa and severe levels of injury for pressures >95 kPa.693

Finally, while cell compression with our micro-piston device was shown using ovarian cancer cell694
monolayer mimicking the impact of compression on direct extension of cells into peritoneal cavity in a695
metastatic dissemination of epithelial ovarian cancer, the overall device concept can readily be adapted for696
use with cell-laden hydrogels or by loading a spheroid solution for compression of cells in 3D. The device697
can be further used in its current form to apply external compression on an endothelial cell monolayer to698
study the basics of the vessel compression existing in cancer patients, as shown in ex vivo tumor sections699
Jain et al. (2014); Padera et al. (2004). In the future we hope to expand this work to the extended tumor700
microenvironment including stromal cells, such as fibroblasts and macrophages. These have been reported701
as sensitive to compressive forces, e.g. fibroblast-to-myofibroblast differentiation, and there are known702
biochemical interactions between cancer cells and stromal cells, which might be triggered by the solid703
stress in the microenvironment Shieh (2011).704

4 CONCLUSION

We have introduced a flexible multilayer microdevice with a micro-piston suspended into cell-culture705
chamber for dynamic mechanical cell stimulation and compression. Fabrication of the device was described706
and actuation by a monolithic membrane controlled by a gas channel on the top layer was demonstrated.707
We showed the characterization of the micro-piston actuation using optical imaging methods and two708
different external pressure system types, adding flexibility based on the laboratory requirements. The actual709
pressures inside the cell channel were computationally modelled based on the applied pressures and device710
dimensions. Hence, our device is optimized to apply a whole range of physiological pressure levels, as711
well as milder and severe pressures. Applicability of the device was demonstrated via the quantification712
of the response of ovarian cancer cell monolayers to mechanical stimulation in the micro-piston device.713
Cell viability before and after mechanical compression was used to illustrate the suitability of the platform714
for cyclic cell compression and lysis. Circular, square, and triangular micro-piston outlines and different715
diameters were successfully propagated into the cell layer. Using different micro-pistons, the results by716
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cell viability response suggest that our cell stimulation and compression application rely on the membrane717
thickness and externally applied pressure amount, thus it is repeatable for a desired geometry of the actuator.718
The proven ability of our platform to apply cyclic and varying compression profiles sequentially shows that719
it can be used to mimic the chronic mechanical stimuli the cells are exposed to in ovarian cancer metastasis.720
Detailed time-lapse live cell imaging showed the temporal evolution of the dynamic pressure control on721
cell compression and deformation with different pressure amounts, time length and cyclic mode. The722
applicability of the cyclic compression with our platform was further demonstrated by capturing the actin723
and nuclei deformation in the cyclically compressed cells. Actin stress fibers showed distinct deformation724
in the samples with applied pressures in ascending order. While the compressed cell nuclei were changed725
for their circularity at different pressures, their areal and axial deformation were not permanent at milder726
pressures compared to higher pressures for 1 hour-long cyclic compression.727

Based on current studies and future perspectives, our platform provides a useful mechanical tool to study728
the direct effect of compressive forces on cancer cells and the tumor microenvironment. It can be used729
to investigate responses of cancerous and healthy cells to applied stress with regards to changes in cell730
morphology, viability and mechanobiologically-related protein profile. Surface-coating solutions of natural731
ECM such as fibronectin, laminin, or type 1 collagen can be used to enhance cell adhesion to the culture732
surface in the microchannels by mimicking the native microenvironments. The platform is potentially733
suitable for automated creation of wound healing assays on-chip, as the spacing between the micro-piston734
and cell culture surface, together with the cell number captured under micro-piston can be tightly controlled.735
Having different micro-piston shapes available will also be of interest in this application and in tissue736
engineering in general. Overall, our platform constitutes a promising tool for studies of cell-mechanical737
force interaction, as well as cell-cell, cell-microenvironment and cell-drug interactions, where single or738
co-cultured cell types need to be patterned and controlled.739
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Figure 1. Device design, concept of compression on cells and fabricated devices. (a) Assembly design
of the chip composed of control channel (outlined in red) for introducing gas pressure and cell channel
(outlined in blue) for cell culture. The concept of applying compression on cells is illustrated by the
membrane deflection and micro-piston brought onto the cells by the pressure applied through the control
channel and retracted back after compression. Thus, the localized part of the cell monolayer under micro-
piston was compressed while the rest acted as control (Figure not drawn to scale). (b) Top view of the
PDMS layers of the micro-piston device (Scale 3 mm). The devices were vacuumed for 3 hours and
channels were passively filled with dye solutions for visualization. (c) Top view of the PDMS micro-piston
with the membrane bonded to control layer before bonding to bottom open channels (Scale 3 mm). (d)
Cross-section view of the micro-piston device (Scale 100 µm). (e) 3D profilometer scans of circular, triangle
and square micro-pistons sitting on PDMS membranes bonded to control channel layers as in (c) (x-y-z
scale 200 µm each).
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Figure 2. Pressure supply, sensing setup and confocal imaging of the micro-piston device compression.
(a) Schematic of the experimental setup showing the ways of pressure supply into the control channel and
cell seeding. Cells within media were introduced into the cell channel through the inlet labeled as ‘Media
in’, and gas or air pressure was supplied through the inlet of the control channel labeled as ‘Gas/air in’.
The pressure sensor was located just before the gas flow into the control channel. (b) Experimental setup
with pressure controller system. (c) Experimental setup with syringe pumping system. (d) Confocal images
illustrating the concept of applying compression with an integrated PDMS micro-piston in a microfluidic
channel. PDMS was stained with DiD for visualization.
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Figure 3. Circular micro-piston actuation using two different pressure application systems. (a) Schematic
of membrane deflection and micro-piston actuation by the applied pressure. At static state of the device,
there was no external pressure (P), P = 0. Vertical displacement of the membrane and micro-piston was
measured while the pressure was kept constant at P = 0, P1 or P2. Membrane and micro-piston were
actuated step-by-step by positive (increasing) pressure. Then, the applied pressure was decreased in the
same manner of step-by-step and the displacement was measured at each decreased pressure for position
recovery. Green arrows indicate when the pressure was increasing or decreasing in between the states.
Red arrows indicate the direction membrane and micro-piston moved. (b) Micro-piston actuation with
various pressure magnitudes and loading profiles (I-VI) for the 215 µm membrane attached to 300 µm
diameter piston, generated by pressure controller system. In profile ‘I’, the pressures were positively or
negatively applied step-by-step by 100-mbar increments and the displacement was scanned at each step. In
profiles ‘II’, ‘III’, and ‘IV’, the pressures were applied suddenly and the displacement was scanned for each
sudden pressure amount. In profiles ‘V’ and ‘VI’, cyclic compression where the membrane was deflected
and retracted repeatedly was applied by an automated pressure application with (V) or without (VI) time
intervals. On the pressure profiles graph, ‘Channel set’ is the pressure that was set through the pressure
controller of the system while the ‘Sensor read’ is the pressure that was read through the pressure sensor
connected to the gas flow into the control channel of the micro-piston device. (c) Micro-piston actuation
with various air amounts leading to corresponding pressure magnitudes in the profiles I-IV for 215 µm
membrane attached to 300 µm diameter piston, generated by a syringe pumping system. In profile ‘I’, the
pressures were positively or negatively applied step-by-step by 0.5-cm3 increments in air amount. The
resulting pressures were read through the pressure sensors and the displacement was scanned at each step.
In profiles ‘II’, ‘III’, and ‘IV’, the pressures were applied suddenly and the displacement was scanned for
each sudden pressure amount.
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Figure 4. Cell viability for mechanical compression and lysis. (a) Cell viability decreased from on average
99.4% to 25.8% under the micro-pistons of 200, 250, 280 and 300 µm diameter circular, triangle and square
shapes (1 h compression, 640 mbar) compared to non-compressed (control) devices (n = 25 devices at
static state (non-compressed); n = 25 devices with dynamic compression). The cells within the periphery of
the micro-piston, which had part of their body under the micro-piston area, were counted into the group of
‘under the micro-piston’. All other cells in the field of view (FoV), outside of the micro-piston periphery,
were counted as “adjacent to micro-piston”. (b) Dynamic compression on SKOV-3 cancer cells, mechanical
cell lysis and an illustration for patterning the cell monolayer by stamping the particular shape of the
micro-piston as circular, triangle or square. Cells and their viability were monitored before the device was
connected to the pressure supply unit of the compression system (1st column); before membrane deflection
(2nd column); when membrane was deflected and compression started at 640 mbar (3rd column); after
1h-long compression was applied with different shapes of micro-pistons on SKOV-3 cells and micro-piston
position was recovered (4-6th columns). After system assembly, and before membrane deflection and
compression were started, the cell viability solution was replaced with cell culture media. Live cells retained
their Calcein AM signal since the dye entered the cells and was hydrolyzed inside. Once the compression
was complete and micro-piston was retracted to its initial position, the cell culture chamber was reloaded
with cell viability solution for staining the dead cells. Live cells (green) and dead cells (magenta) were
imaged with Calcein AM and Ethidium homodimer-1 (EthD-1) epi-fluorescence and merged with phase
contrast images. Merged: merged form of the Calcein AM and EthD-1 epi-fluorescence images, Merged
with PH: merged form of the epi-fluorescence images with the corresponding phase contrast (PH) image.
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Figure 5. COMSOL simulation results for the actuation of the micro-piston device. (a) Experimental (•,N)
and computational (line) data comparison. (b) Plot of simulated vertical separation of the micro-piston
top and the bottom glass substrate, and maximum contact pressure under the micro-piston as a function of
applied gas pressure (boundary load). The applied external pressure was varied from 0 to 700 mbar in 40
steps in the main plot. The inset shows more data points of the initial stage of the piston maximum contact
pressure formation at mild pressures, part of the simulation run from 0 to 350 mbar in 320 steps.
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Figure 6. Continuous sequence of cyclic compression profiles applied to a monolayer of SKOV-3 cancer
cells in a continuous manner. (a) Before compression image of the cells corresponds to step ‘1a’ of the
cyclic compression. In the first pressure profile, at step ‘2a’, a pressure amount ladder was formed up to 354
mbar, during which cells showed distinct deformation. Subsequently, cells were chronically compressed for
5 minutes at 354 mbar, then rested for 5 minutes at 0 mbar (1b-i, 2b-h). This cyclic compression was applied
for 1 hour. The close-up image sequence shows example cell shapes/deformations under the micro-piston
while cells were compressed/rested throughout the cycles, with steps ‘1a-i’ and ‘2a-h’ corresponding
to cells at rest and cells compressed, respectively. Cell viability was monitored 10-15 minutes after the
pressure application profile was completed (1i). Live cells (green) and dead cells (magenta) were imaged
with Calcein AM and Ethidium homodimer-1 (EthD-1) epi-fluorescence, respectively, and merged with
phase contrast images. (b) Continuation (*) of the pressure application, with pressure increased to 370,
400, and 640 mbar, respectively. Cells were compressed for up to 2 minutes at each higher pressure. Arrow
heads (in white) show the representative cells for viability state and cell damage as a result of gradually
increasing compression during each corresponding pressure profile. (All scale bars 100 µm). Merged:
merged form of the Calcein AM and EthD-1 epi-fluorescence images, Merged with PH: merged form of
the epi-fluorescence images with the corresponding phase contrast (PH) image.

Figure 7. Summary of cancer cell response under micro-piston to varying applied pressures in ascending
order from Mild (15.6-15.9 kPa) to Intermediate 1 (23.8-26.8 kPa) to Intermediate 2 (37.8-51 kPa) to
Severe (127.8-140 kPa) out of at least 3 independent experiments of cyclic compression using micro-piston
devices which were operated at a continuous manner of the applied pressure sequence.
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Figure 8. Representative fluorescent microscopy images and analysis for actin and nuclei of cancer cells
which experienced 1 hour-long cyclic compression in micro-piston device. (a) Control and compressed
cell groups stained for actin (green) and nuclei (blue). Dashed areas are under micro-piston, while the
surrounding is control region (CR). Merged: merged form of the Phalloidin (stain for actin) and Hoechst
(stain for nuclei) epi-fluorescence images, Merged with PH: merged form of the epi-fluorescence images
with the corresponding phase contrast (PH) image, Magnified: two hundred fold magnification images of the
region under micro-piston indicated with the dashed area in the row of ’Merged with PH’. Representative
arrows (white) show the distinct actin deformation by the increased fluorescence signals at the edges of the
cells in the compressed groups under the micro-piston. Nuclei deformation in control (non-compressed)
cells under static micro-piston and control region (CR) around micro-piston versus in compressed cells
under micro-piston measured for area (b), circularity (c) and aspect ratio (d) of the cell nuclei (mean ±
s.e.m. n = 73, 63, 185, 71, 161, 74, 163, 92 cell nuclei). Dashed horizontal bars show significant differences
between control region (CR) group and compressed group under micro-piston, in the same device as per
each pair. Continuous horizontal bars show the comparison pairs among the groups under micro-piston.
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